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BIODINAMICA
INSTALATION
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BIODINAMICA INSTALATION

1
In webpage: http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/
download button

Click on

2
Click on download
button and install
the Dinamica-EGO
4

https://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/nui_download/904/

BIODINAMICA INSTALATION

3

Click on Enhancement Plugins
and install the program

http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/nui_download/926/
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BIODINAMICA INSTALATION
http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=biodinamica

4

Click on BioDinamica download
button

http://csr.ufmg.br/~ubirajara/ftp/BioDinamica-10.exe
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LIBRARY OF BIODINAMICA

5

In Dinamica-EGO library are
installed BioDinamica functions
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WIZARD BIODINAMICA
You can use the capabilities of the wizard mode BioDinamica.
This mode serves as a tutorial that guides the user through the
analysis.

1

On the desktop computer, it installed a
folder of shortcuts to BioDinamica
tutorials (Wizard). Just choose the
function and give a double-click to use
it. Follow the Wizard and run the
function.

2
Choose “yes”

3
Follow the instructions
and fill in the requested
fields.
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BIODINAMICA LIBRARY
Another option for accessing BioDinamica functions is the
Dinamica-EGO library.

2
Double click

1

Use the tab BioDinamica library to
choose the function. Move with the
left mouse button, the function for the
central area of the Dinamica-EGO
software.

4

3

Fill in the options in the function,
click ok to confirm. To run the
function use the button "Run
Model".

Click the "help" option to view
the help page of function in the
lower field of the screen.
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INPUT DATA

10

INPUT OF OCCURRENCES

The input data are standardized, there are four basic formats,
each format used in certain analyses. All input files of events
(species, values or coordinates) should be as a csv table.

11

INPUT OF OCCURRENCES

1

The inputs of occurrences should be
in csv format. This format consists of a
text file with the columns separated by
commas. You can save this format in
spreadsheet software (Excel, for
example). However, be aware that
some
software
may
use
";"
(semicolon) as the separator for
columns, this will cause a parse error.
In this case, replace the ";"
(semicolon) by "," (comma) in
Notepad.

2
The first column must contain
the name of the species. The
title of the column should be
"sp". The genere should be
separated from the specific
epithet for "_", do not use
space.

3
The second and third columns
should contain geographical
coordinates
of
points
of
occurrence of the species. The
coordinates must be in decimal
degrees, with the decimals
separated by a point.
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INPUT OF OCCURRENCES

1
The first column must contain
the dependent variable. The title
of the column should be
"dependent" and values must be
numeric.

2
The second and third columns should
contain geographical coordinates of
points. The coordinates must be in
decimal degrees, with the decimals
separated by a point.
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INPUT OF OCCURRENCES

Points: columns must contain
the geographical coordinates of
points. The coordinates must be
in decimal degrees, with the
decimals separated by a point.

Genetic
data
table
(haplotypes): columns must
contain the haplotypes in each
population
(identified
by
numbers)
and
the
geographical coordinates of
points
of
samples.
The
coordinates must be in decimal
degrees, with the decimals
separated by a point. The
columns should be: Haplotype,
x, y.
14

MASK

Choose a shape (shp) file to
be used as a mask (limits of
study area).

15

HEXAGON SIZE

Choose the size (in decimal
degrees) of the diameter of
the hexagons used as
sampling units.

Size

16

PIXEL SIZE

Choose the size (in decimal
degrees) of raster pixel
produced as a result of the
analysis.

Size
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MINIMUM NUMBER OF SAMPLES

In several BioDinamica functions you
can choose the minimum number of
samples to be used in the analysis
(within sampling units, hexagons).
With that, hexagons with less
samples that the stipulated minimum
value will be discarded. This choice is
required to reduce negative effects of
very small samples due to sampling
differences.
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PREDICTIVE VARIABLES

As
the
Predictor
variable
BioDinamica uses map files in
raster format (GeoTiff). These
files must be cut to the same
length (mask) and with the same
pixel size.

19

PHYLOGENETIC TREE

The phylogenetic tree file must be in the format tre (newick format
tree files). The input tree does not need to have a complete match
between the terminals and the occurrence data. That is, the tree may
have more species than the present occurrence points, or vice versa.
However, the names of species must have the same spelling in the
tree and occurrence points.

20

LENGTHS OF BRANCHES IN PHYLOGENIES

Can be used two types of phylogenetic trees-with length of branches
or without branches length. If the tree does not have length of
branches will be assumed between each event of cladogenesis
branch length is equal to 1.
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EXEMPLE DATA
To perform the functions, with the purpose of training, sample files are available from leading
BioDinamica entries in the folder:
\Documents\Dinamica EGO 4\Dataset\Bio Dinamica Models\BioDinamica_data

It is recommended that you move this folder BioDinamica_data preferably in the root of a drive of
the computer because the long address may not allow the execution of analyses. The icons below,
representing each file for example, appear in the Guide to indicate which file can be used as an
example in each analysis.

Point data (samples)

Cont_data

Sp_data

Numerical data of discrete values
(dependent, x, y), used in most
interpolation
functions
and
ordering functions that use
dependent variables.

Points of occurrence of species
(sp, x, y), used in most of analysis
functions of biodiversity.

XY_data

Phylogenetic data

Bin_data
Numerical data of
discrete
values
(dependent, x, y),
used only on CPPLS
ordination function.

Data from geographic coordinates
(x, y), used in the sampling effort
and sampling parameter in the SDM.

Phylogenetic
data
(format newick) may
contain or not branch
lengths.

Phylo_data

Rasters

Spatial data (raster and shapefile)
Scenario

shp

Scenario
Predictors

Predictors

Shapefile file used as a mask
in several analyses.

Species
Maps

Mask
Rasters
of
predictive
variables
used
in
analyses that
use
these
variables as
predictors.

Gen_data

Predictive
variables rasters in
a
scenario
different from the
one presented in
the folder Rasters.
Are
used
in
analyses that use
these variables to
project the results
in
another
scenario.

Folder with all the files
needed for the analysis
of genetic connectivity.

Rasters of predictive
variables derived from a
PCA, used in analyses
that
employ
these
variables as predictors.

Spatialize
phylo

Rasters of predictive
variables derived from
a PCA, in a scenario
different from the one
presented
in
the
folder Rasters. Are
used in analyses that
employ
these
variables to project
the results in another
scenario.

Folder with the files
needed for the analysis
of spatialization of
phylogenetic tree.

Binary
rasters
that
represent the distribution
of species. These files are
used in analyses such as
calculation of area of
distribution.
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FUNCTIONS GUIDE
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FUNCTIONS GUIDE
To perform the functions of BioDinamica and examples, the functions guide will show how to
proceed and the details about each parameter of the function. Below, see the General
schema for the reading of the functions guide.

Name of BioDinamica function.

Function description.

Function icon.

Name of the file that can be used
to test the function.

Description
of
each field of the
function.

Main window.
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INTERPOLATION
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GLM – GENERALIZED LINEAR MODEL INTERPOLATION

This function interpolates spatially values by predictive variables, using a generalized linear
model. As a result are generated reports informing the model and setting the parameters,
and a map in raster format (GeoTiff) with the predicted values.

General tab (main)
Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First
column with continuous numeric values (DON'T USE
CATEGORICAL VALUES OR CLASSES), the second column with
x coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates
y (latitude). The columns must be named: dependent, x, y,
written with lowercase letters.

Cont_data

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors. The rasters should be cut
with the same mask (have the same dimensions) and have
the cells of the same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Predictors

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Advanced tab

Choose the corresponding numbers, the distribution of errors
that will be used in the GLM.

Select the reference coordinate system. The default option is
WGS84 system. If you want to change this option, use the
standard format Rgdal to change coordinate system.

26

http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=generalized_linear_model_interpolation_-_glm

LM –LINEAR MODEL INTERPOLATION

This function interpolates spatially values by means of predictive variables, using a linear
model. As a result are generated reports informing the model and setting the parameters and
map in raster format (GeoTiff) with the predicted values.

General tab (main)
Table in csv format (comma separated columns). Being the
first column with continuous numeric values (DON'T USE
CATEGORICAL VALUES or CLASSES), the second column with
x coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates
y (latitude). The columns must be named: dependent, x, y,
written with lowercase letters.

Cont_data

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors. The rasters should be cut with
the same mask (have the same dimensions) and have the
cells of the same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Predictors

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Advanced tab

Select the reference coordinate system. The default option is
WGS84 system. If you want to change this option, use the
standard format Rgdal to change coordinate system.
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http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=linear_model_interpolation_lm

SAR – SPATIAL AUTOREGRESSIVE MODEL INTERPOLATION

This function interpolates spatially values by predictive variables, using a space-filling model
autoregressive. As a result are generated reports informing the fit and the parameters of the
model and map in raster format (GeoTiff) with the predicted values .

General tab (main)
Table in csv format (comma separated columns). Being the
first column with continuous numeric values (DON'T USE
CATEGORICAL VALUES or CLASSES), the second column with
x coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates
y (latitude). The columns must be named: dependent, x, y,
written with lowercase letters.

Cont_data

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors. The rasters should be cut with
the same mask (have the same dimensions) and have the
cells of the same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Predictors

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Advanced tab

Choose the cell size (pixel size) used in the sample analysis.
This is not the VALUE of the FINAL SIZE of the PIXELS, is only
used to generate the calculations. After that, the final map
will be generated in the same resolution of the cells of the
predictors.

Select the reference coordinate system. The default option is
WGS84 system. If you want to change this option, use the
standard format Rgdal to change coordinate system.
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http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=spatial_autoregressive_model_interpolation_sar

NNI - NEAREST NEIGHBOUR INTERPOLATION

This function interpolates spatially values, through the spatial pattern of the variables using
the interpolator nearest neighbour. As a result is generated a map in raster format (GeoTiff)
with the predicted values.

General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). Being the
first column with continuous numeric values (DON'T USE
CATEGORICAL VALUES or CLASSES), the second column with
x coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates
y (latitude). The columns must be named: dependent, x, y,
written with lowercase letters.

Cont_data
shp

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area in which will be held the interpolation)

Mask
Predictors

Enter the name and location of the raster file format (GeoTiff)
that is saved with the test results.

Advanced tab

Choose the maximum number of neighbors that will be used
in the calculation of interpolation.

Choose the cell size of the resulting map (interpolated). The
value must be in the same unit of the coordinate system
used.

Choose if the interpolation will be smoothed by the average
neighbor.

If you have chosen the smoothing by the average of the
neighbors, choose the number of neighbors that will be used
in the calculation of the average.

Select the reference coordinate system. The default option is
WGS84 system. If you want to change this option, use the
standard format Rgdal to change coordinate system.
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http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=nni

SPLINE INTERPOLATION

This function interpolates spatially values, through the spatial pattern of the variables using
the simple function (Spline). As a result is generated a map in raster format (GeoTiff) with the
predicted values.
General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). Being the
first column with continuous numeric values (DON'T USE
CATEGORICAL VALUES or CLASSES), the second column with
x coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates
y (latitude). The columns must be named: dependent, x, y,
written with lowercase letters.

Cont_data
shp

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area in which will be held the interpolation)

Mask

Enter the name and location of the raster file format (GeoTiff)
that is saved with the test results.

Advanced tab

Choose the cell size of the resulting map (interpolated). The
value must be in the same unit of the coordinate system
used.

Choose the parameter of smoothing (Lambda) of spline
interpolation

Select the reference coordinate system. The default option is
WGS84 system. If you want to change this option, use the
standard format Rgdal to change coordinate system.
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http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=spl
ine_interpolation

SIMPLE KRIGING INTERPOLATION

This function interpolates spatially values, through the spatial pattern of the variables using
the kriging function. As a result is generated a map in raster format (GeoTiff) with the
predicted values.
General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). Being the
first column with continuous numeric values (DON'T USE
CATEGORICAL VALUES or CLASSES), the second column with
x coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates
y (latitude). The columns must be named: dependent, x, y,
written with lowercase letters.

Cont_data
shp

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area in which will be held the interpolation)

Mask

Enter the name and location of the raster file format (GeoTiff)
that is saved with the test results.

Advanced tab

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used on kriging

Choose the number of "Lags" used in the construction of the
variogram.

Choose the cell size of the resulting map (interpolated). The
value must be in the same unit of the coordinate system
used.

Select the reference coordinate system. The default option is
WGS84 system. If you want to change this option, use the
standard format Rgdal to change coordinate system.
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http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=s
imple_kriging_interpolation

ORDINARY KRIGING INTERPOLATION

This function interpolates spatially values, through the spatial pattern of the variables using
the ordinal kriging function. As a result is generated a map in raster format (GeoTiff) with the
predicted values.
General tab (main)
Table in csv format (comma separated columns). Being the
first column with continuous numeric values (DON'T USE
CATEGORICAL VALUES or CLASSES), the second column with
x coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates
y (latitude). The columns must be named: dependent, x, y,
written with lowercase letters.

Cont_data
shp

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area in which will be held the interpolation)

Mask
Enter the name and location of the raster file format (GeoTiff)
that is saved with the test results.

Advanced tab

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used on kriging

Choose the cell size of the resulting map (interpolated). The
value must be in the same unit of the coordinate system
used.

Choose whether the Tween will be smoothed by the average
of the neighbors.

If you have chosen the smoothing by the average of the
neighbors, choose the number of neighbors that will be used
in the calculation of the average.

Select the reference coordinate system. The default option is
WGS84 system. If you want to change this option, use the
standard format Rgdal to change coordinate system.
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http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=ok

UNIVERSAL KRIGING INTERPOLATION
This function interpolates spatially values, through the spatial pattern of the
variables using the universal kriging function. As a result is generated a map in raster
format (GeoTiff) with the predicted values.
General tab (main)
Table in csv format (comma separated columns). Being the
first column with continuous numeric values (DON'T USE
CATEGORICAL VALUES or CLASSES), the second column with
x coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates
y (latitude). The columns must be named: dependent, x, y,
written with lowercase letters.

Cont_data

shp

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area in which will be held the interpolation)

Mask
Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors. The rasters should be cut with
the same mask (have the same dimensions) and have the
cells of the same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Predictors

Enter the name and location of the raster file format (GeoTiff)
that is saved with the test results.

Advanced tab

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used on kriging

Choose the cell size of the resulting map (interpolated). The
value must be in the same unit of the coordinate system
used.
Choose the cell size of the resulting map (interpolated). The
value must be in the same unit of the coordinate system
used.

Choose the parameter of smoothing (Lambda) of spline
interpolation

Select the reference coordinate system. The default option is
WGS84 system. If you want to change this option, use the
standard format Rgdal to change coordinate system.
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http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=uk

IDW INTERPOLATION

This function interpolates spatially values, through the spatial pattern of the variables using
the gravitational function, or the inverse of the square of the distance (IDW). As a result is
generated a map in raster format (GeoTiff) with the predicted values.
General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). Being the
first column with continuous numeric values (DON'T USE
CATEGORICAL VALUES or CLASSES), the second column with
x coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates
y (latitude). The columns must be named: dependent, x, y,
written with lowercase letters.

Cont_data
shp

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area in which will be held the interpolation)

Mask
Enter the name and location of the raster file format (GeoTiff)
that is saved with the test results.

Advanced tab

Choose the cell size of the resulting map (interpolated). The
value must be in the same unit of the coordinate system
used.

Select the reference coordinate system. The default option is
WGS84 system. If you want to change this option, use the
standard format Rgdal to change coordinate system.
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http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=idw

GWR – GEOGRAPHICALY WEIGHT REGRESSION
This function interpolates spatially values, using a non-stationary regression model
based on predictors (raster format) and the spatial pattern of relations between
variables.
General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). Being the
first column with continuous numeric values (DON'T USE
CATEGORICAL VALUES or CLASSES), the second column with
x coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates
y (latitude). The columns must be named: dependent, x, y,
written with lowercase letters.

Cont_data

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors. The rasters should be cut with
the same mask (have the same dimensions) and have the
cells of the same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Predictors

shp
Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area in which will be held the interpolation)

Mask

Enter the name and location of the raster file format (GeoTiff)
that is saved with the test results.

Advanced tab

Choose the cell size of the resulting map (interpolated). The
value must be in the same unit of the coordinate system
used.

Choose the number of samples that will be used in the
calculation of the GWR.
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http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/dokuwiki/doku.php?i
d=gwr

ORDINATION AND
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

36

PCA – PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS

This function generates maps of principal components of specialized variables (raster
format). The principal component analysis (PCA) is done pixel by pixel. As a result are
generated for each axis of PCA rasters and a cube of rasters with all components. In addition,
reports are generated with the test results.

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used. The rasters should be cut with the same
mask (have the same dimensions) and have the cells of the
same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Rasters

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.
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http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=pinc
ipal_component_analysis_pca

PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS – PCA FOR PROJECTING

This function creates a map of principal components (PCA) based on variables and projects
the axes of PCA in a new scenario (e.g. climate change). Are generated as a result a cube of
rasters with each band represents an axis of PCA, moreover, are generated reports with
details of the analysis.
General tab (main)

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used. The rasters should be cut with the same
mask (have the same dimensions) and have the cells of the
same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.
Rasters

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors of projection scenarios. The
rasters should be cut with the same mask (have the same
dimensions) and have the cells of the same size. The rasters
should be appointed in the same manner as were named the
rasters predictors.

Scenario

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.
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http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=prin
cipal_component_analysis_pca_for_project

PCR - PRINCIPAL COMPONENT REGRESSION

This function generates maps based on principal component regression (PCR) through
spatialized variables (raster format). The PCR is performed pixel by pixel. As a result are
generated for each axis rasters of PCR and a cube of rasters with all components. In addition,
reports are generated with the test results.
General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). Being the
first column with continuous numeric values (DON'T USE
CATEGORICAL VALUES or CLASSES), the second column with
x coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates
y (latitude). The columns must be named: dependent, x, y,
written with lowercase letters.

Cont_data

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors. The rasters should be cut with
the same mask (have the same dimensions) and have the
cells of the same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Predictors

Enter the name and location of the raster file format (GeoTiff)
that is saved with the test results.

Advanced tab

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors of projection scenarios. The
rasters should be cut with the same mask (have the same
dimensions) and have the cells of the same size. The rasters
should be appointed in the same manner as were named the
rasters predictors.

Choose whether it will be held the projection of the PCR in
another scenario.
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http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=prin
cipal_component_regression_pcr

CPPLS - CANONICAL POWERED PARTIAL LEAST SQUARES

This function generates maps based on canonical powered partial least squares (CPPLS)
through variables (raster format). The CPPLS is done pixel by pixel. As a result are generated
for each axis of the rasters CPPLS and a cube of rasters with all components. In addition,
reports are generated with the test results.
General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). Being the
first column with numeric or categorical binary values (not
USING CONTINUOUS VALUES), the second column xcoordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates y
(latitude). The columns must be named: dependent, x, y,
written with lowercase letters)

Bin_data
Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used. The rasters should be cut with the same
mask (have the same dimensions) and have the cells of the
same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Predictors

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved

Advanced tab

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors of projection scenarios. The
rasters should be cut with the same mask (have the same
dimensions) and have the cells of the same size. The rasters
should be appointed in the same manner as were named the
rasters predictors.

Scenario

Choose whether the projection of the CPPLS will be held in
another scenario.
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http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=can
onical_powered_partial_least_squares_cppls

PLSR - PARTIAL LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION

This function generates maps based on partial least square regression (PLSR) through
spatialized variables (raster format). The pixel by pixel PLSR is performed. As a result are
generated for each axis of PLSR rasters and a cube of rasters with all components. In
addition, reports are generated with the test results.
General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). Being the
first column with continuous numeric values (DON'T USE
CATEGORICAL VALUES or CLASSES), the second column with
x coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates
y (latitude). The columns must be named: dependent, x, y,
written with lowercase letters.

Cont_data
Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used. The rasters should be cut with the same
mask (have the same dimensions) and have the cells of the
same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Predictors

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Advanced tab

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors of projection scenarios. The
rasters should be cut with the same mask (have the same
dimensions) and have the cells of the same size. The rasters
should be appointed in the same manner as were named the
rasters predictors.

Scenario

Choose whether the projection will be held in another
scenario PLSR.
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CORRELATION BETWEEN RASTERS

This function calculates the correlation between a set of rasters. Are saved reports on the
analysis.

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be analyzed. The rasters should be cut with the
same mask (have the same dimensions) and have the cells of
the same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.
Predictors

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the raster format that
will be analyzed.
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GWCORRELATION

This function calculates the non-stationary correlation by GWcorrelation between samples
and a set of rasters. Are generated r maps of correlations.
General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). Being the
first column with continuous numeric values (DON'T USE
CATEGORICAL VALUES or CLASSES), the second column with
x coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates
y (latitude). The columns must be named: dependent, x, y,
written with lowercase letters.

Cont_data

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be analyzed. The rasters should be cut with the
same mask (have the same dimensions) and have the cells of
the same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Predictors

shp
Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area in which will be held the interpolation).

Mask

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Advanced tab

Choose the cell size of the resulting map (interpolated). The
value must be in the same unit of the coordinate system
used.

Choose the number of samples that will be used in the
calculation of the GWR.
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CLUSTER OF VARIABLES

This function computes the cluster of variables (ClusofVar) of a given set of variables
rasterized. Are generated reports with the results of the analysis.

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used. The rasters should be cut with the same
mask (have the same dimensions) and have the cells of the
same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Predictors

Choose the corresponding numbers, the raster format that
will be analyzed.

Choose the number of clusters of variables that is desired.

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.
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GLOBAL MORAN I

This function performs the test of Moran (I) global, to test for the existence of Spatial
autocorrelation in a given raster.

Indicate the raster file format (GeoTiff) that will be used in
the calculation of the index of Moran (I).
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SPATIAL VARIOGRAM

This function generates a graph of a spatial variogram based on values in a given raster.

Choose the raster file format (GeoTiff).

Choose the location and name of the pdf file will be saved
with the graphic analysis.
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CLASSIFIERS
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K-MEANS CLASSIFICATION

This function performs an unsupervised raster classification with k-means clustering.

General tab (main)

Enter the folder that contains the input rasters (in GeoTiff
format). The rasters should be cut with the same mask (have
the same dimensions) and have the cells of the same size.
Never use multiple rasters bands.

Predictors

Choose the number of classes in which the map will be
classified.

Indicate the folder to saved result map.

Advanced tab

Choose the number of interactions that will be used to search
for the best solution in k-means classification.

Choose the number of random starts that will be used to
optimize the k-means clustering.
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CLARA (CLUSTERING FOR LARGE APPLICATIONS) CLASSIFICATION

This function performs an unsupervised rasters classification with CLARA (Clustering for Large
Applications).
General tab (main)

Enter the folder that contains the input rasters (in GeoTiff
format). The rasters should be cut with the same mask (have
the same dimensions) and have the cells of the same size.
Never use multiple rasters bands.

Predictors

Choose the number of classes in which the map will be
sorted.

Indicate the folder to saved result map.

Aba avançada

Choose the
optimization.

number

of

samples

used to generate

Choose the number corresponding to the distance metric
used by classifier.
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RANDOM FOREST CLASSIFICATION

This function performs an unsupervised raster classification with random forest.

General tab (main)

Enter the folder that contains the input rasters (in GeoTiff
format). The rasters should be cut with the same mask (have
the same dimensions) and have the cells of the same size.
Never use multiple rasters bands.

Predictors

Choose the number of classes in which the map will be
sorted.

Indicate the folder to saved result map.

Advanced tab

Choose the number of samples used to generate the random
forest optimization.

Choose the number of trees that will be used in the
classification by random forest.
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UNSUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION

This function performs a unsupervised raster classification by three classifiers: K-means
clustering; CLARA (Clustering for Large Applications) and random forest.

General tab (main)

Enter the folder that contains the input rasters (in GeoTiff
format). The rasters should be cut with the same mask (have
the same dimensions) and have the cells of the same size.
Never use multiple rasters bands.

Predictors

Choose the number of classes in which the map will be
sorted.

Choose if use the k-means classification.

Choose if use CLARA rating.

Choose if use the classification by random forest.

Enter the name of the raster (GeoTiff format) of the result
that will be saved to the k-means classification.

Enter the name of the raster (GeoTiff format) of the result
that will be saved to the CLARA classification.

Enter the name of the raster (GeoTiff format) of the result
that will be saved to the classification by Random Forest.
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UNSUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION

Advanced tab

Choose the number of interactions that will be used to search
for the best solution rating for k-means clustering

Choose the number of random starts will be used to optimize
the k-means clustering.

Choose the number of samples used to generate CALRA
optimization.

Choose the number corresponding to the distance metric
used by CLARA classifier.

Choose the number of samples used to generate the random
forest optimization.

Choose the number of trees that will be used in the
classification by random forest.
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MINIMUM CONVEX HULL

This function generates a minimum convex polygon map through points of distribution of a
species.

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First
column with the name of the species (sp), the second
column with x coordinates (longitude) and third column with
coordinates y (latitude). The columns must be named as: sp,
x, y, written with lowercase letters.

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area in which will be held the interpolation).

Sp_data
shp
Mask

Indicate the output folder.

Choose the cell size of the resulting map (interpolated). The
value must be in the same unit of the coordinate system
used.
Choose if save a csv file with the contents of the results,
showing the area of minimum convex polygon for distribution
for each species.
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ANALYSIS OF
BIODIVERSITY
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SPECIES RICHNESS INTERPOLATED

This function generates maps of species richness in hexagons and interpolated by three
methods: spline, kriging and nearest neighbor. As a result are generated maps in raster
format (GeoTiff) with the values interpolated from the species richness.
Oliveira U, et al. 2019. Modelling Highly Biodiverse Areas in Brazil. Scientific Reports 9:6355.

General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First
column with the name of the species (sp), the second
column with x coordinates (longitude) and third column with
coordinates y (latitude). The columns must be named as: sp,
x, y, written with lowercase letters.

Sp_data

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area for the interpolation).

shp
Mask

Choose the size of the hexagon will be used as a sampling
unit. The size must be in decimal degrees (approximately 100
km in Ecuador).

Choose whether to save the maps in hex format.

Choose whether it will be held the nearest neighbor
interpolation.

Choose whether held splined interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the interpolation by kriging.
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SPECIES RICHNESS INTERPOLATED

Advanced tab

Choose the cell size of the resulting map. The value should be
in decimal degrees.

Choose the minimum number of samples (in the sampling
unit hexagonal) that will be considered in the analysis. The
hexagons with values below the chosen will be discarded
from the analysis.

Choice of smoothing interpolation factor for nearest
neighbor.

Choose the smoothing factor by spline interpolation.

Choose smoothing factor interpolation by kriging.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used on kriging.
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SPECIES RICHNESS MODEL
This function predicts, by use predictors, the species richness through three models: GLM
(generalized linear model), SAR (Spatial autoregressive model) and universal kriging.
(adapted from: Oliveira U, et al. 2019. Modelling Highly Biodiverse Areas in Brazil. Scientific Reports 9:6355.)

General tab (main)
Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First column
with the name of the species (sp), the second column with x
coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates y
(latitude). The columns must be named as: sp, x, y, written
with lowercase letters.

Sp_data
shp

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area for the interpolation).

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors. The rasters should be cut with
the same mask (have the same dimensions) and have the
cells of the same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Mask
Predictors

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Choose whether to save the maps in hex format.

Choose whether held splined interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the nearest neighbor
interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the interpolation by kriging.

Choose whether the prediction is performed by GLM.

Choose whether the prediction is performed by SAR.

Choose whether it will be held by universal kriging prediction.

Choose the size of the hexagon will be used as a sampling
unit. The size must be in decimal degrees (approximately 100
km in Ecuador).
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SPECIES RICHNESS MODEL

Advanced tab

Choose the cell size of the resulting map. The value should be
in decimal degrees.

Choose the minimum number of samples (in the sampling
unit hexagonal) that will be considered in the analysis. The
hexagons with values below the chosen will be discarded
from the analysis.

Choice of smoothing interpolation factor for nearest
neighbor.

Choose the smoothing factor by spline interpolation.

Choose smoothing factor interpolation by kriging.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used on kriging.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the distribution of errors
that will be used in the GLM.

Choose the cell size (pixel size) used in sampling SAR analysis.
This is not the VALUE of the FINAL SIZE of the PIXELS, is only
used to generate the calculations. After that, the final map
will be generated in the same resolution of the cells of the
predictors.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used in universal kriging.
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RESAMPLE OF SPECIES RICHNESS INTERPOLATED
This function generates maps of resampled species richness in hexagons and
interpolated by three methods: spline, kriging and nearest neighbor. The resampling
function to simulate a uniform sampling in the study area.
Oliveira U, et al. 2019. Modelling Highly Biodiverse Areas in Brazil. Scientific Reports 9:6355.

General tab (main)
Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First
column with the name of the species (sp), the second
column with x coordinates (longitude) and third column with
coordinates y (latitude). The columns must be named as: sp,
x, y, written with lowercase letters.

Sp_data

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area for the interpolation).

shp
Mask

Choose the number of times that resampling will be round to
generate average values of wealth on uniform sampling
simulation.
Choose the minimum number of samples to be used for
resampling. NOTE: If this number is too high may have left
few samples (hexagons) for examination, which could harm
the interpolation.
Choose how many sub-samples will be accounted for in each
round of sampling. Remember that this value must be less
than the minimum number of samples (field above). It is
desirable that this value does not exceed 50% of the
minimum value of the samples.
Choose the size of the hexagon will be used as a sampling
unit. The size must be in decimal degrees (approximately 100
km in Ecuador).

Choose whether to save the maps in hex format.

Choose whether it will be held the nearest neighbor
interpolation.

Choose whether held splined interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the interpolation by kriging
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RESAMPLE OF SPECIES RICHNESS INTERPOLATED

Advanced tab

Choose the cell size of the resulting map. The value should be
in decimal degrees.

Choice of smoothing interpolation factor for nearest
neighbor.

Choose the smoothing factor by spline interpolation.

Choose smoothing factor interpolation by kriging.
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RSRM - RESAMPLE OF SPECIES RICHNESS MODEL
This function predicts, by use predictors, the species richness resampled using three
models: GLM (generalized linear model), SAR (Spatial autoregressive model) and
universal kriging.
(adapted from: Oliveira U, et al. 2019. Modelling Highly Biodiverse Areas in Brazil. Scientific Reports
9:6355.)

General tab (main)
Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First column
with the name of the species (sp), the second column with x
coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates y
(latitude). The columns must be named as: sp, x, y, written
with lowercase letters.

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area for the interpolation).
Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors. The rasters should be cut with
the same mask (have the same dimensions) and have the
cells of the same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Sp_data
shp
Mask
Predictors

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Choose whether to save the maps in hex format.
Choose whether held splined interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the nearest neighbor
interpolation.
Choose whether it will be held the interpolation by kriging.

Choose whether the prediction is performed by GLM.

Choose whether the prediction is performed by SAR.

Choose whether it will be held by universal kriging prediction.

Choose the size of the hexagon will be used as a sampling
unit. The size must be in decimal degrees (approximately 100
km in Ecuador).

Choose the number of times that resampling will be round to
generate average values of wealth on uniform sampling
simulation.
Choose the minimum number of samples to be used for
resampling. NOTE: If this number is too high may have left
few samples (hexagons) for examination, which could harm
the interpolation.

http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/dokuwiki/doku.php?i
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Choose how many
sub-samples will be
accounted for in each
round of sampling.
Remember that this
value must be less
than the minimum
number of samples
(field above). It is
desirable that this
value
does
not
exceed 50% of the
minimum value of
the samples.
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RSRM - RESAMPLE OF SPECIES RICHNESS MODEL

Advanced tab

Choose the cell size of the resulting map. The value should be
in decimal degrees.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the distribution of errors
that will be used in the GLM.

Choose the cell size (pixel size) used in sampling SAR analysis.
This is not the VALUE of the FINAL SIZE of the PIXELS, is only
used to generate the calculations. After that, the final map
will be generated in the same resolution of the cells of the
predictors.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used in universal kriging.
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WEIGHT ENDEMISM INDEX

This function generates maps of endemicity by index endemism weighing (WE) in hexagons
and interpolated by three methods: spline, kriging and nearest neighbor.
Williams PH, Humphries CJ. 1994. Biodiversity, taxonomic relatedness, and endemism in conservation. Oxford:
Oxford University Press.

General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First
column with the name of the species (sp), the second
column with x coordinates (longitude) and third column with
coordinates y (latitude). The columns must be named as: sp,
x, y, written with lowercase letters.

Sp_data

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area in which will be held the interpolation).

shp
Mask

Choose the size of the hexagon will be used as a sampling
unit. The size must be in decimal degrees (approximately 100
km in Ecuador).

Choose whether to save the maps in hex format.

Choose whether it will be held the nearest neighbor
interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held by spline interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the interpolation by kriging.
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WEIGHT ENDEMISM INDEX

Advanced tab

Choose the cell size of the resulting map. The value should be
in decimal degrees.

Choose the minimum number of samples (in the sampling
unit hexagonal) that will be considered in the analysis. The
hexagons with values below the chosen will be discarded
from the analysis.

Choice of smoothing interpolation factor for nearest
neighbor.

Choose the smoothing factor by spline interpolation.

Choose smoothing factor interpolation by kriging.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used on kriging.
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WEM - WEIGHT ENDEMISM MODEL
This function predicts, by predictors, the weight index of endemism (WE) through three
models: GLM (generalized linear model), SAR (Spatial autoregressive model) and universal
kriging.
(adapted from: Williams PH, Humphries CJ. 1994. Biodiversity, taxonomic relatedness, and endemism in
conservation. Oxford: Oxford University Press.)

General tab (main)
Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First column
with the name of the species (sp), the second column with x
coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates y
(latitude). The columns must be named as: sp, x, y, written
with lowercase letters.

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area in which will be held the interpolation).

Sp_data
shp
Mask

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors. The rasters should be cut with
the same mask (have the same dimensions) and have the
cells of the same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Predictors

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Choose whether to save the maps in hex format.

Choose whether it will be held by spline interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the nearest neighbor
interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the interpolation by kriging.

Choose whether the prediction is performed by GLM.

Choose whether the prediction is performed by SAR.

Choose whether it will be held by universal kriging prediction.

Choose the size of the hexagon will be used as a sampling
unit. The size must be in decimal degrees (approximately 100
km in Ecuador).
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WEM - WEIGHT ENDEMISM MODEL

Advanced tab

Choose the minimum number of samples (in the sampling
unit hexagonal) that will be considered in the analysis. The
hexagons with values below the chosen will be discarded
from the analysis.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used on kriging.

Choose the cell size of the resulting map. The value should be
in decimal degrees.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the distribution of errors
that will be used in the GLM.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used in universal kriging.

Choose the cell size (pixel size) used in sampling SAR analysis.
This is not the VALUE of the FINAL SIZE of the PIXELS, is only
used to generate the calculations. After that, the final map
will be generated in the same resolution of the cells of the
predictors.
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GIE - GEOGRAPHIC INTERPOLATION OF ENDEMISM

This function identifies areas of endemism through Geographical Interpolation of endemism
(GIE). As a result are generated reports stating number of areas of endemism and species by
area, plus, a map in raster format (GeoTiff).
Oliveira U, Brescovit AD, Santos AJ. 2015. Delimiting Areas of Endemism through Kernel Interpolation. PloS one
10:e0116673.

General tab (main)
Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First
column with the name of the species (sp), the second
column with x coordinates (longitude) and third column with
coordinates y (latitude). The columns must be named as: sp,
x, y, written with lowercase letters.

Indicate the number of classes of GIE analysis. The classes
should not contain a very small number of species (avoid a
very large number of classes). On the other hand, a very
small number of classes will bring together species with
very distinctive scale distribution (this also should be
avoided). However, if a large database, the effects of the
number of classes is not significant (see supplementary
material of the indicated bibliography).

Sp_data

Choose the size of the classes (in km). Separate the values
with the "@" symbol. The number of values must be equal to
the value of the number of classes (previous field) minus 1.
The last class ends with the maximum value of gap in points
of occurrence, so it is not necessary to include this value.

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

shp

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area for the interpolation).

Mask
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GIE - GEOGRAPHIC INTERPOLATION OF ENDEMISM

Advanced tab

Choose the minimum number of species which shall cooccurrence (synendemism) in an area to consider it an area
of endemism.

Choose whether the consensus is generated with and without
weighing of areas of endemism.

Indicate if you will be given more weight the areas of
endemism have less area.

Choose whether to save pictures of areas of endemism.

Choose the cell size of the resulting map. The value should be
in decimal degrees.
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SCI – SPECIES COMPOSITION INTERPOLATION

This function is the leading standards of β-diversity (species composition) by means of hexagons
and interpolation. Here are available three forms of spatial interpolation of the patterns of βdiversity: spline, kriging and nearest neighbor.
Oliveira U, Vasconcelos MF, Santos AJ. 2017. Biogeography of Amazon birds: rivers limit species composition, but not
areas of endemism. Scientific Reports 7:2992.

General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First
column with the name of the species (sp), the second
column with x coordinates (longitude) and third column with
coordinates y (latitude). The columns must be named as: sp,
x, y, written with lowercase letters.

Sp_data

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area for the interpolation).

shp

Mask
Choose the size of the hexagon will be used as a sampling
unit. The size must be in decimal degrees (approximately 100
km in Ecuador).

Choose the corresponding numbers, the β-diversity index that
will be used. 1 for Bray-Curtis and 2 for Jaccard.

Choose whether to save the maps in hex format.

Choose whether it will be held the nearest neighbor
interpolation.

Choose whether held splined interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the interpolation by kriging.

For that to be saved the pictures (view
only), internet connection is needed
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SCI – SPECIES COMPOSITION INTERPOLATION
Advanced tab
Choose whether to partition analysis of β-diversity at nesting
and replacement. NOTE: this choice will make the analysis
take triple the time to run.

Choose the cell size of the resulting map. The value should be
in decimal degrees.
Choose the number of axes used in the conversion of
Dissimilarity Matrix by NMDS. 3 axes is recommended,
because above this value axes cannot be specialized in a map
RGB.
Choose the number of search are performed rounds in NMDS.

Choose the minimum number of samples (in the sampling
unit hexagonal) that will be considered in the analysis. The
hexagons with values below the chosen will be discarded
from the analysis.
Choice of smoothing interpolation factor for nearest
neighbor.

Choose the smoothing factor by spline interpolation.

Choose the parameter of smoothing (Lambda) of splined
interpolation.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used on kriging.
Choose the number of "lags" used in the construction of the
variogram.

Choose the parameter of smoothing interpolation by kriging.

Choose if the interpolated maps (for each interpolator) will be
classified into discrete regions (bio-geographic regions).
These regions are classified by three methods: k-means
clustering, CLARA (Clustering for Large Applications), random
forest.

Choose the number of classes in which the interpolated maps
are classified. Note that ratings will be made with two classes
to the value chosen. Choose many classes I hope more time
because it will produce a larger number of classified maps.
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GDM – GENERALIZED DISSIMILARITY MODEL

This function is the leading standards of β-diversity (species composition) by means of
predictive variables. Also tests how the variables used to explain variation in species
composition.
Ferrier S, Manion G, Elith J, Richardson K. 2007. Using generalized dissimilarity modelling to analyse and predict
patterns of beta diversity in regional biodiversity assessment. Diversity and Distributions 13:252–264.

General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First
column with the name of the species (sp), the second
column with x coordinates (longitude) and third column with
coordinates y (latitude). The columns must be named as: sp,
x, y, written with lowercase letters.

Sp_data
Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors. The rasters should be cut
with the same mask (have the same dimensions) and have
the cells of the same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area for the interpolation).

Predictors

shp
Mask

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Choose whether to use hexagons as sampling units. In the
case of data gaps and sampling differences, this option can
reduce the effects of sampling. If you do not use this option,
every point (location) will be considered as sampling unit.

Choose the size of the hexagon will be used as a sampling
unit. The size must be in decimal degrees (approximately 100
km in Ecuador).

For that to be saved the pictures (view
only), internet connection is needed
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GDM – GENERALIZED DISSIMILARITY MODEL

Advanced tab

Choose this option to generate a scenario cast in another
scenario (such as future or past).

Choose the minimum number of samples (in the sampling
unit hexagonal) that will be considered in the analysis. The
hexagons with values below the chosen will be discarded
from the analysis.

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors of projection scenarios. The
rasters should be cut with the same mask (have the same
dimensions) and have the cells of the same size. The rasters
should be appointed in the same manner as were named the
rasters predictors.

Scenario
Predictors

Choose whether the geographical distances will be used as
predictors.
Choose whether the map resulting from the GDM will be
classified into discrete regions (bio-geographic regions).
These regions are classified by three methods: k-means
clustering, CLARA (Clustering for Large Applications), random
forest.
Choose the number of classes that will be used in the
classification.

Choose spline values (variable ratio curves with the
dissimilarity) will be determined by the user or will be
determined automatically.

Choose the value of I-which will be used in spline curves of
relationship of the variables. This value should never be less
than the 3.
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SAMPLING EFFORT

This function interpolates spatially points of occurrence (samples) to generate a map of
sampling effort using the interpolation kernel.
Oliveira U, et al. 2019. Modelling Highly Biodiverse Areas in Brazil. Scientific Reports 9:6355.

General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First
column with x coordinates (longitude) and the second
column with coordinates y (latitude). The columns must be
named: dependent on x, y, written with lowercase letters.

XY_data
shp

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area for the interpolation).

Mask
Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Choose the search radius (area of influence) of sampling. The
value must be established in meters.

Advanced tab

Choose the cell size of the resulting map. The value should be
in decimal degrees.
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SDM – SPECIES DISTRIBUTION MODEL

This function generates species distribution models (SDM) through various algorithms.
Suitability maps are generated, maps and reports with the predictive capacity of the model
tests. In this function it is possible to model a large set of species at once through the table
containing the species.
Elith J, Leathwick JR. 2009. Species Distribution Models: Ecological Explanation and Prediction Across Space
and Time. Annual Review of Ecology, Evolution, and Systematics 40:677–697.
Table in csv format (comma separated columns).
For data that does not FEATURE the ABSENCE
INFORMATION:
The first column with the name of the species (sp), the
second column with the x-coordinates (longitude) and
third column the coordinates y (latitude). The columns
must be named as: sp, x, y, written with lowercase
letters.

General tab (main)

For data that show the information of ABSENCE:
The first column with the name of the species (sp), the
second column (presence) with values 0 or 1 to indicate
whether the given occurrence is corresponding to the
presence or absence, the third column with the xcoordinates (longitude) and fourth column coordinates y
(latitude). The columns must be named as: sp, presence,
x, y, written with lowercase letters.

Sp_SDM
Predictors

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors. The rasters should be cut
with the same mask (have the same dimensions) and have
the cells of the same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Choose the corresponding numbers, which the given type of
absence that will be used in the analysis: true,
pseudoabsences or pseudoabsences absences based on
evidence.
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SDM – SPECIES DISTRIBUTION MODEL

General tab (main)

Select which algorithms will be used in the prediction of the
distribution of species.

Enter the location in which you will find the file "JAR"
program Maxent. If you do not have the program, download
the address:
https://biodiversityinformatics.amnh.org/open_source/maxent/
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SDM – SPECIES DISTRIBUTION MODEL

Advanced tab

Choose whether to use a custom mask for each species
modeled to generate the pseudo-absences. This mask is
constructed through a buffer around the points of
occurrence of the species. This prevents are generated
pseudo-absences in very distant and with very different
conditions from which the species occurs (which can
damage prediction model).
Choose the buffer distance (in meters) for the case of the
choice of custom mask (previous option).

Percentage of data that will be used to generate the model,
the rest of the data will be used for the calculation of the
statistics of the model validation.

Choose the buffer distance (in meters) that will be used as an
area in which there will be drawn pseudo-absences. This
function applies only in the case of use of pseudo-absences.
Choose the number of points that will be drawn as pseudoabsences. This function only applies in the case of the use of
pseudo-absences.

Choose the csv file (table) that contains the sampling points
used to generate evidence-based pseudo-absences. In this
choice, these points will generate a map of sampling, the
evidence-based pseudo-absences will only be drawn in the
places best sampled without samples of the species
presence (sites with more evidence that there is a lack true
). This function applies only in the case of the use of
evidence-based pseudo-absences.

Choose the distance from the area of influence of the kernel
used to estimate sampling, in the case of the use of evidencebased pseudo-absences.
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SDM – SPECIES DISTRIBUTION MODEL
Advanced tab
Choose whether SDM projection will be held in another
scenario.

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors of projection scenarios. The
rasters should be cut with the same mask (have the same
dimensions) and have the cells of the same size. The rasters
should be appointed in the same manner as were named the
rasters predictors.

https://biodiversityinformatics.amnh.org/open_source/maxent/

Maxent model options

For details about the settings of the Maxent view the
bibliography about the algorithms in:

Scenario
Predictors

Choose the number of samples used to generate the random
forest optimization.
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NICHE OVERLAP

This function computes the overlap between the predicted species niches through the ínidces I
and Warwn D et al. (2009).
Broennimann O, et al. 2012. Measuring ecological niche overlap from occurrence and spatial environmental.
:481–497.

Folder with species distribution models (do not use binary
files). The files must be in GeoTiff format.

Species
Maps

Csv table name that will be saved with the results.
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SPATIALIZE PHYLOGENY

This function plot on the map a phylogenetic tree by hexagons and interpolation. Here are available three forms of spatial interpolation: spline,
kriging and nearest neighbor.

General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). Being the
first column with the name of the species (sp), the second
column with the x-coordinates (longitude) and third column
the coordinates y (latitude). The columns must be named as:
sp, x, y, written with lowercase letters.

A phylogenetic tree of the form tre. This tree should display
as corresponding to the names Terminal taxa of csv table
(field above). However, there is no need for full agreement
between the two files, since the tree is pruned by the table
and vice versa.

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area for the interpolation).

Spatialize
phylo

shp
Mask

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Indicate whether the phylogenetic tree used (field above)
displays the information of the branch lengths. If not, will be
considered every branch with length equal to 1.

Choose whether it will be held the nearest neighbor
interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held by spline interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the interpolation by kriging.

For that to be saved the pictures (view
only), internet connection is needed
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SPATIALIZE PHYLOGENY
Advanced tab
Choose the number of search are performed rounds in NMDS.

Choose the number of axes used in the conversion of
Dissimilarity Matrix by NMDS. 3 axes is recommended, more
axles may not be specialized in a map RGB.

Choose the cell size of the resulting map. The value should be
in decimal degrees.

Choose the parameter of smoothing (Lambda) of splined
interpolation.

Choice of smoothing interpolation factor for nearest
neighbor.

Choose the smoothing factor by spline interpolation.

Choose the parameter of smoothing interpolation by kriging.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used on kriging.

Choose if the interpolated maps (for each interpolator) will be
classified into discrete regions (bio-geographic regions).
These regions are classified by three methods: k-means
clustering, CLARA (Clustering for Large Applications), random
forest.

Choose the number of classes in which the interpolated maps
are classified. Note that ratings will be made with two classes
to the value chosen. Choose many classes I hope more time
because it will produce a larger number of classified maps.
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PD - PHYLOGENETIC DIVERSITY
This function generates maps of phylogenetic diversity in hexagons and interpolated
maps through three methods: spline, kriging and nearest neighbor.
Oliveira U, et al. 2019. Modelling Highly Biodiverse Areas in Brazil. Scientific Reports 9:6355

General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First
column with the name of the species (sp), the second
column with x coordinates (longitude) and third column with
coordinates y (latitude). The columns must be named as: sp,
x, y, written with lowercase letters.

A phylogenetic tree of the form tre. This tree should display
as corresponding to the names Terminal taxa of csv table
(field above). However, there is no need for full agreement
between the two files, since the tree is pruned by the table
and vice versa.

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area for the interpolation).

Sp_data

Phylo_data
shp
Mask

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Indicate whether the phylogenetic tree used (field above)
displays the information of the branch lengths. If not, will be
considered every branch with length equal to 1.

Choose the size of the hexagon will be used as a sampling
unit. The size must be in decimal degrees (approximately 100
km in Ecuador).

Choose whether to save the maps in hex format.

Choose whether it will be held by spline interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the nearest neighbor
interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the interpolation by kriging.
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PD - PHYLOGENETIC DIVERSITY

Advanced tab

Choice of smoothing interpolation factor for nearest
neighbor.

Choose the smoothing factor by spline interpolation.

Choose smoothing factor interpolation by kriging.

Choose the cell size of the resulting map. The value should be
in decimal degrees.

Choose the minimum number of samples (in the sampling
unit hexagonal) that will be considered in the analysis. The
hexagons with values below the chosen will be discarded
from the analysis.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used on kriging.
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PDM - PHYLOGENETIC DIVERSITY MODEL
This function predicts, phylogenetic diversity through three models: GLM (generalized
linear model), SAR (Spatial autoregressive model) and universal kriging.
Adapted from: Oliveira U, et al. 2019. Modelling Highly Biodiverse Areas in Brazil. Scientific Reports
9:6355

General tab (main)
Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First column
with the name of the species (sp), the second column with x
coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates y
(latitude). The columns must be named as: sp, x, y, written
with lowercase letters.
A phylogenetic tree of the form tre. This tree should display
as corresponding to the names Terminal taxa of csv table
(field above). However, there is no need for full agreement
between the two files, since the tree is pruned by the table
and vice versa.

Indicate whether the phylogenetic tree used (field above)
displays the information of the branch lengths. If not, will be
considered every branch with length equal to 1.
Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area for the interpolation).
Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors. The rasters should be cut with
the same mask (have the same dimensions) and have the
cells of the same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Sp_data

Phylo_data
shp
Mask
Predictors

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Choose whether to save the maps in hex format.
Choose whether it will be held the nearest neighbor
interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held by spline interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the interpolation by kriging.

Choose whether the prediction is performed by GLM.

Choose whether the prediction is performed by SAR.

Choose whether it will be held by universal kriging prediction.

Choose the size of the hexagon will be used as a sampling
unit. The size must be in decimal degrees (approximately 100
km in Ecuador).
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PDM - PHYLOGENETIC DIVERSITY MODEL

Advanced tab

Choose the cell size of the resulting map. The value should be
in decimal degrees.

Choose the minimum number of samples (in the sampling
unit hexagonal) that will be considered in the analysis. The
hexagons with values below the chosen will be discarded
from the analysis.

Choice of smoothing interpolation factor for nearest
neighbor.

Choose the smoothing factor by spline interpolation.

Choose smoothing factor interpolation by kriging.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used on kriging.

Choose the cell size (pixel size) used in sampling SAR analysis.
This is not the VALUE of the FINAL SIZE of the PIXELS, is only
used to generate the calculations. After that, the final map
will be generated in the same resolution of the cells of the
predictors.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the distribution of errors
that will be used in the GLM.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used in universal kriging.
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PE - PHYLOGENETIC ENDEMISM
This function generates maps of phylogenetic endemism by phylogenetic weight
endemism index (PE) in hexagons and interpolated maps by three methods: spline,
kriging and nearest neighbor.
Rosauer D, Laffan SW, Crisp MD, Donnellan SC, Cook LG. 2009. Phylogenetic endemism: a new approach
for identifying geographical concentrations of evolutionary history. Molecular Ecology 18:4061–4072

General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First
column with the name of the species (sp), the second
column with x coordinates (longitude) and third column with
coordinates y (latitude). The columns must be named as: sp,
x, y, written with lowercase letters.

A phylogenetic tree of the form tre. This tree should display
as corresponding to the names Terminal taxa of csv table
(field above). However, there is no need for full agreement
between the two files, since the tree is pruned by the table
and vice versa.
Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area for the interpolation).

Sp_data

Phylo_data
shp
Mask

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Choose the size of the hexagon will be used as a sampling
unit. The size must be in decimal degrees (approximately 100
km in Ecuador).

Indicate whether the phylogenetic tree used (field above)
displays the information of the branch lengths. If not, will be
considered every branch with length equal to 1.

Choose whether to save the maps in hex format.

Choose whether it will be held by spline interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the nearest neighbor
interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the interpolation by kriging.
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PE - PHYLOGENETIC ENDEMISM

Advanced tab

Choose the cell size of the resulting map. The value should be
in decimal degrees.

Choose the minimum number of samples (in the sampling
unit hexagonal) that will be considered in the analysis. The
hexagons with values below the chosen will be discarded
from the analysis.

Choice of smoothing interpolation factor for nearest
neighbor.

Choose the smoothing factor by spline interpolation.

Choose smoothing factor interpolation by kriging.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used on kriging.
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PEM - PHYLOGENETIC ENDEMISM MODEL
This function predicts the phylogenetic endemism by phylogenetic weigh endemism index (PE)
through three models: GLM (generalized linear model), SAR (Spatial autoregressive model) and
universal kriging.
Adapted from: Rosauer D, Laffan SW, Crisp MD, Donnellan SC, Cook LG. 2009. Phylogenetic endemism: a
new approach for identifying geographical concentrations of evolutionary history. Molecular Ecology
18:4061–4072

General tab (main)
Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First column
with the name of the species (sp), the second column with x
coordinates (longitude) and third column with coordinates y
(latitude). The columns must be named as: sp, x, y, written
with lowercase letters.
A phylogenetic tree of the form tre. This tree should display
as corresponding to the names Terminal taxa of csv table
(field above). However, there is no need for full agreement
between the two files, since the tree is pruned by the table
and vice versa.

Indicate whether the phylogenetic tree used (field above)
displays the information of the branch lengths. If not, will be
considered every branch with length equal to 1.
Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area for the interpolation).
Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors. The rasters should be cut with
the same mask (have the same dimensions) and have the
cells of the same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Sp_data

Phylo_data
shp
Mask
Predictors

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Choose whether to save the maps in hex format.
Choose whether it will be held by spline interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the nearest neighbor
interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the interpolation by kriging.

Choose whether the prediction is performed by GLM.

Choose whether the prediction is performed by SAR.

Choose whether it will be held by universal kriging prediction.

Choose the size of the hexagon will be used as a sampling
unit. The size must be in decimal degrees (approximately 100
km in Ecuador).
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PEM - PHYLOGENETIC ENDEMISM MODEL

Advanced tab

Choose the cell size of the resulting map. The value should be
in decimal degrees.

Choose the minimum number of samples (in the sampling
unit hexagonal) that will be considered in the analysis. The
hexagons with values below the chosen will be discarded
from the analysis.

Choice of smoothing interpolation factor for nearest
neighbor.

Choose the smoothing factor by spline interpolation.

Choose smoothing factor interpolation by kriging.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used on kriging.

Choose the cell size (pixel size) used in sampling SAR analysis.
This is not the VALUE of the FINAL SIZE of the PIXELS, is only
used to generate the calculations. After that, the final map
will be generated in the same resolution of the cells of the
predictors.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the distribution of errors
that will be used in the GLM.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used in universal kriging.
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PCI - PHYLOGENETIC COMPOSITION INTERPOLATION
This function is the leading standards of β-phylogenetic diversity (phylogenetic composition) by means of hexagons and
interpolation. Here are available three forms of spatial interpolation : spline, kriging and nearest neighbor.
Oliveira U, et al. 2019. Modelling Highly Biodiverse Areas in Brazil. Scientific Reports 9:6355.

General tab (main)
Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First
column with the name of the species (sp), the second
column with x coordinates (longitude) and third column with
coordinates y (latitude). The columns must be named as: sp,
x, y, written with lowercase letters.

A phylogenetic tree of the form tre. This tree should display
as corresponding to the names Terminal taxa of csv table
(field above). However, there is no need for full agreement
between the two files, since the tree is pruned by the table
and vice versa.

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area for the interpolation).

Sp_data

Phylo_data
shp
Mask

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the β-diversity index that
will be used: 1 for Bray-Curtis and 2 for Jaccard.

Indicate whether the phylogenetic tree used (field above)
displays the information of the branch lengths. If not, will be
considered every branch with length equal to 1.

Choose whether to save the maps in hex format.

Choose whether it will be held by spline interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the nearest neighbor
interpolation.

Choose whether it will be held the interpolation by kriging.

Choose the size of the hexagon will be used as a sampling
unit. The size must be in decimal degrees (approximately 100
km in Ecuador).

For that to be saved the pictures (view
only), internet connection is needed
http://csr.ufmg.br/dinamica/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=phy
ogenetic_composition_interpolation
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PCI - PHYLOGENETIC COMPOSITION INTERPOLATION
Advanced tab

Choose whether to partition analysis of β-diversity at
turnover and nestedness. NOTE: this choice will make the
analysis take triple the time to run.

Choose the cell size of the resulting map. The value should be
in decimal degrees.
Choose the number of axes used in the conversion of
Dissimilarity Matrix by NMDS. 3 axes is recommended, more
axles may not be specialized in a map RGB.
Choose the number of search are performed rounds in NMDS.
Choose the minimum number of samples (in the sampling
unit hexagonal) that will be considered in the analysis. The
hexagons with values below the chosen will be discarded
from the analysis.
Choice of smoothing interpolation factor for nearest
neighbor.

Choose the smoothing factor by spline interpolation.

Choose the parameter of smoothing (Lambda) of splined
interpolation.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the variogram model
used on kriging.

Choose the parameter of smoothing interpolation by kriging.

Choose if the interpolated maps (for each interpolator) will be
classified into discrete regions (bio-geographic regions).
These regions are classified by three methods: k-means
clustering, CLARA (Clustering for Large Applications), random
forest.

Choose the number of classes in which the interpolated maps
are classified. Note that ratings will be made with two classes
to the value chosen. Choose many classes I hope more time
because it will produce a larger number of classified maps.
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PHYLO-GDM – PHYLOGENETIC GENERALIZED DISSIMILARITY MODEL
This function map the phylo β-diversity (phylogenetic composition) by predictor
variables.
Rosauer DF, Ferrier S, Williams KJ, Manion G, Keogh JS, Laffan SW. 2014. Phylogenetic generalised
dissimilarity modelling: a new approach to analysing and predicting spatial turnover in the phylogenetic
composition of communities. Ecography 37:21–32

General tab (main)

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First
column with the name of the species (sp), the second
column with x coordinates (longitude) and third column with
coordinates y (latitude). The columns must be named as: sp,
x, y, written with lowercase letters.

A phylogenetic tree of the form tre. This tree should display
as corresponding to the names Terminal taxa of csv table
(field above). However, there is no need for full agreement
between the two files, since the tree is pruned by the table
and vice versa.

Sp_data

Phylo_data

Indicate whether the phylogenetic tree used (field above)
displays the information of the branch lengths. If not, will be
considered every branch with length equal to 1.

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area for the interpolation).

shp
Mask

Choose the size of the hexagon will be used as a sampling
unit. The size must be in decimal degrees (approximately 100
km in Ecuador).

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors. The rasters should be cut
with the same mask (have the same dimensions) and have
the cells of the same size. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Predictors

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

For that to be saved the pictures (view
only), internet connection is needed
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PHYLO-GDM – PHYLOGENETIC GENERALIZED DISSIMILARITY MODEL

Advanced tab

Choose the minimum number of samples (in the sampling
unit - hexagon) that will be considered in the analysis. The
hexagons with values below the chosen will be discarded
from the analysis.
Choose whether the map resulting from the GDM will be
classified into discrete regions (bio-geographic regions).
These regions are classified by three methods: k-means
clustering, CLARA (Clustering for Large Applications), random
forest.

Choose the number of classes that will be used in the
classification.

Choose this option to generate a scenario cast in another
scenario (such as future or past).

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used as predictors of projection scenarios. The
rasters should be cut with the same mask (have the same
dimensions) and have the cells of the same size. The rasters
should be appointed in the same manner as were named the
rasters predictors.

Scenario
Predictors

Choose whether the geographical distances will be used as
predictors.

Choose spline values (variable ratio curves with the
dissimilarity) will be determined by the user or is
automatically determined.

Choose the value of I-which will be used in spline curves of
relationship of the variables. This value should never be less
than the 3.

Choose whether a weighing by the number of samples (with
the purpose of reducing the effect of sampling differences).
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LEAST COST PATHS HAPLOTYPES

This function calculates the lowest cost of dispersal between populations, relying for that in
data on the genetics of populations (haplotypes) and a surface of cost (for example, a
distribution model). For details on the methodology see: Chan & Yoder 2011.
(https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1055790311000480?via%3Dihub).

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). Being the
first column with the number corresponding to the
haplotype (Haplotype), the second column with the xcoordinates (longitude) and third column with the
coordinates y (latitude). The columns must be named:
Haplotype, x, y.

Choose a raster that is used as a friction surface. Can be used
a model of distribution of the species (suitability), in this case,
with the original values of the raster, check the following.

Gen_data

Indicate whether the map used in the previous option was a
map (no change) of species distribution model (suitability).

Specify a file in the shapefile (.SHP) format to serve as a mask
(area for the interpolation).

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.
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UTILITIES

94

EXTRACT VALUES TO POINTS

This function extracts the values of a set of rasters for points, creating a table with the points
and the extracted values, spatially, for each point. As a result is generated a table with the
points and the corresponding values of rasters.

Table in csv format (comma separated columns). First
column with x coordinates (longitude) and the second
column with coordinates y (latitude). The columns must be
named as: x, y, written with lowercase letters.

XY_data
Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format
or asc) that will be used to obtain the values. The rasters
should be cut with the same mask (have the same
dimensions) and have the cells of the same size. Never use
multiple rasters bands.

Rasters

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Choose the corresponding numbers, the raster format that is
in the folder chosen.
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AREA OF DISTRIBUTIONS

This function calculates the area of distribution of binary maps (e.g., species distribution
maps).

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be used for the calculation of the areas of
distribution. Note that will be calculated the area of pixels
that present value 1.

Species
Maps

Choose the location and name of the csv file (table) to be
saved with the results.
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SUM OF MAPS

This function performs the sum of maps (GeoTiff format rasters).

Enter the folder that contains the rasters (in GeoTiff format)
that will be added. Never use multiple rasters bands.

Species
Maps

Enter the name and location of the raster file format (GeoTiff)
that is saved with the test result.
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NORMALIZE VALUES BETWEEN 0 AND 1

This function resample raster data values for the interval between 0 and 1

Choose the raster file format (GeoTiff).

Choose the location and name of the raster file (GeoTiff)
that will be saved with the resampled values.
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CREATE SAMPLE POINTS

This function creates samples of occurrence of species (in standard BioDinamica inputs),
through binary distribution maps of species (which can be generated through distribution
models or minimum convex polygon, for example)

Enter the folder that contains the binary rasters (in GeoTiff
format) that represent the distribution of species.

Species
Maps

Indicate the folder in which the files of results will be saved.

Choose the number of samples (by species) that will be
generated.

Choose the corresponding numbers, if the samples shall be
random or regular.
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